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Enforcement of racial
policy spurs discussion
by Taro Schmidtke
News Editor

The enforcement of the
University's Racial Harassment
Policy is currently pending further input from various John Carroll University representatives.
The Racial Harassment Policy
itself was accepted at a recent
University Council meeting.
According to Academic Vice
President Vincent M. Cooke, S J .,
there was much discussion at this
meeting about which procedures
would be implemented when racial harassment complaints occur.
"There were difficultiesreconciling the procedures we had with
the policies listed in the student
and staff handbooks," said Cooke.
Before amending existing
procedures, Jerry Moreno, chairperson of the Faculty Forum, Joseph Cimperman, president ofSU,
and Revona Buller, a member of
thestaffservicecommiuee,areall

It is the enforcement of this
policy which is being examined.
In the existing policy, it states,
"Individuals engaging in this
[racial harassment] behavior will
be subject to appropriate sanctions. These sanctions include,
but are not limited to...probation, suspension, or separation
from the institution."
The revisions being discussed
deal mainly with the extreme
cases which would involve
possible student severance from
the University.
Cooke is hoping to give the
Racial Harassment Policy the
power to initiate a procedure for
dismissal of the offending student rather than automatically
giving it this power.
Moreno believes that there
are things to be resolved before
the procedures can be implemented.
"The University Council
asked the Forum to look into

Faculty Forum proposal
supports recycling
by Chris Kazor
News Editor
The Faculty Forum has drafted
a proposal in support of a campuswide recycling program in response to a request by Anton
Zuiker, The Carroll News editorin-chief, and Julie Evans, leader
of Student Advocates for the Environment (SAFE).
On Sept. 19 the CN ran an
editorial that called for the administration "to wholly commit to a
recycling program." Zuiker and
Evans addressed the forum that
same day.
Speaking for the CN as well as
SAFE, Zuiker and Evans asked
for the forum "to join us in our call

for an immediate attention to a
recycling policy."
The proposal by the Faculty
Forum states that "the Faculty
Forum supports the student recycling initiative and urges the Division of University Services to
implement a comprehensive program of recycling at the John
Carroll University campus."
"They essentially asked us for
support in the sense of a wriuen
voice," said Mr. Jerry Moreno,
president of the Faculty Forum.
"This is how we responded."
A great deal remains to be done
before this faculty proposal becomes an official statement The
proposal was sent to every faculty
member, who must vote on

--~~~--wM----.-~~--~·~~~~~~~~~~
and staff, to obtain their input
"We will come together and
hope that we can get a consensus
about the procedure," said Cooke.
"Something which will be satisfactory to all."
The current Policy addresses
what JCU considers to be racial
harrassment, which includes "any
act or verbal conduct that is intended to harass, intimidate or
humiliatea person becauseof race,
color or ethnicity."

WHAT'S INSIDE:

solved," said Moreno. "We will
form an ad hoc committee which
will then hold open hearings."
According to Cooke, the
University Council will meet
again, andbased on the new input will make the final recommendation to the President.
"We hope to have a consensus, but if not, we'll have to vote
some changes up and some
down," said Cooke. "That's the
democratic procedure."
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Laryn Beach answers questions at JCU's Open House Sept. 29

Education helps in rape prevention
by Elizabeth McDonald

Education and awareness are
essential to rape prevention according to Roland Moore, a staff
member at Cleveland Rape Crisis
Center, whospokeatJohnCarroll
University on Sept. 25.
Moore stressed that education
is both the key to preventing rape
and to helping the victims deal
with the reality of their rape.
"Survivors feel like they are
the only person in the world that
this has ever happened to," said
Moore.
According to Moore, rape is
defined in two partS: the victim
must be forced or threatened and
intercourse must occur against his/
her will.

October 3, 1991

Moore stressed that people do
notcommitrapebccause they want
sex, but instead they are looking
for control of a situation. Often,
rapists are married or involved in
a serious relationship with someone other than the victim.
"Rape is an act of violence
where sex is used as the weapon,"
said Moore. "It is not a sexual act
that gets a liule rough."
Moore stated that the Crisis
Center is a 24-hour hotline which
relies upon volunteers to receive
the calls and to help the victims of
rape, the victim's families, and
even the rapists.
The Center was formed 17
years ago by four volunteers who
believed that rape needed to be
addressed in some way. Moore
stated that it is encouraging that

people are now dealing with the
issue and becoming educated
about it.
According to Moore, education
can take many forms, including
becoming volunteers and going
through the training program, remembering the points he stressed,
and realizing that once a case is
reported, it is not very difficult to
obtain a conviction. Unfortunately, states Moore, for every
one case that is reponed, between
two and 10 are not.
Talking about rape is the only
way that victims will know their
rights and will discover how important it is for them to seek help
immediately, according to Moore.
"Victims are never responsible
continued on page 5

whether to acceptor reject it. This
balloting is being organized by
the Faculty Service Committee,
which is under the supervision of
chairman Mike Fisch.
The Faculty Service Committee is in charge of the distribution,
collection, and counting of the
ballots.
After the final results have been
tabulated they are returned to the
Faculty Forum. Moreno expects
this to happen shorlly.
Assuming that the proposal will
be approved by the forum, it will
in tum be given to Rev. Michael
Lavelle, S.J ., university president,
for final approval or rejection
following the forum's next meeting on Oct. 23. It becomes policy
only if Lavelle approves it.
Mr. John ,(~li, vice president
for services, pledged to work with
'
the students in their recycling efforts.
" :.e.wilhcy 1.0 oo wbal we can~-,=~
to help," he said.
In a related matter, the Student
Union passed a bill during their
weekly meeting Oct. 1 which
further asked for measures to be
taken by the administration.
The bill was proposed byE vans
and fellow SAFE member Elmer
Abbo.
"In the context of the
University's values, we feel that
there should be some sense of a
cohesive policy on environmental
concerns on this campus," said
Abbo. "Specifically, we see recycling as an obvious first step in
living out these values."
This bill also called for increased use of recycled paper
products in the University, specifically in the Copy Center, as
well as an investigation to determine "the need and safety of the
use of chemical fertilizers on the
grounds of the campus."
Student Union President Joe
Cimperman emphasized the need
for a unified recycling effort on
campus.
"We are all investors, faculty,
staff, administration, and students,
in the mission statement ideals of
social concerns and pursued justice," Cimpcrman said. "The
faculty, staff and administration
must take an active role, as the
students have, in environmental
concerns. Inactivesupponis worth
dust"
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Responsibility must accompany challenges
Lately there has been a student movement on our campus to challenge they raise and the assertions they make are all items that deserve to be
things that are unfair. It is nice to see that students care enough about their addressed by the university community. However, by hiding behind a
community and their education to voice their views and report injustices shield of anonymity, groups and individuals destroy the opportunity for
when they happen.
meaningful dialogue about these important issues.
The administration may be challenged, but if there is no one for them to
However, a great deal of the most recent criticism has been rendered
invalid because of the way students have chosen to approach the problems. address the student concerns with, the concerns will be left unaddressed. If
When groups like those responsible for the rape posters and theJCU Free the CN is challenged in a letter to the editor, but the letter is left unsigned,
Press protest, they are exercising their constitutional rights. The questions we cannot engage in meaningful dialogue about the problem. The choice
to remain anonymous somehow nullifies responsibility for the assertions
that are made.
When there is no one held accountable for the challenges made,
credibility and accuracy are always in question. Valid points are left
without response, simply because there is no one to interact with.
Responsibilty is not accepted, therefore changes cannot be undertaken.
It is important that students continue to challenge the administrators and
educators of this institution. This concern fosters a true sense of community
and gives students a real voice in what goes on here at John Carroll.
However, it is just as important that students take responsibility for the
concerns they raise. Valid points are being made, but only when students
start to take a stand for the things they believe in will effective dialogue
begin.

JCU vs.Millikin -- the people
make the real difference

Celebration is one of the greatest expressions of comrPunity. It reduces
stress and rewards those who have served the group. The cocktail party to
be held in the basement classroom of Gnu Hall for the Board of Trustees
on Oct. 8 goes too far. For two days that room will be closed to the residents.
This is a common area for tht~ studying, congregating, and relaxing of
residents. This party will infringe on the rights of these individuals to use
this space.
It is understandable that the Board members would seek to find a place
that is different from their common meeting places, and a place where they
feel comfortable. They played a great part in the construction of the
buildings across Belvoir. But, the Board would do better to hold the party
in the Student Activities Center, a neutral area designated for assemblies
and gatherings. Gnu is a home.
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It was hard to see.
Yet every mile that I traveled through the countryside of
southern Indiana away from the turbulent acreage of John Carroll
University it became clear to me. I wasn't happy.
by
The priorities of my life had always been people first, and then
Anton Zuiker
projects. but in the frrst four weeks of school those meaningful
values had become skewed. Somehow, my zeal to better the
university had cultivated an impression of negativism.
I was in southern Illinois to visit a brother attending Millikin University, a small
college (1700) with a tremendous fme arts program. While there, I couldn't help but
compare and contrast Joel's MU with my JCU.
Siuing in the grandstand at the football game, my thoughts marched to the cadences
of a 100-member marching band performing a half time show. The porn pon squad shook
their poms 10 Crocodile Rock, and the new university president gave a welcoming and
involved speech to the spectators.
My first reaction, admittedly. was jealousy. "Why does a university half the size of
Carroll field a full marching band and have an active president?" I asked. But logic
prevailed, and jealousy turned into admiration for that university's accomplishments.
Suddenly I felt pride in John Carroll, for the energetic Dance Team far surpasses the
melodies of any marching band and our president makes up for public appearances in
administrative competency.
Later that evening, watching proudly as my brother sang in the musical Evita, I could
only dream of a theater program that would fill a 2400 seat auditorium. Both JCU
productions this semester, The Nerd and Baby, will be well produced with perhaps the
finest scenic dt>signs for college theater. It is only a mauer of time before Kulas
Auditorium is filled to capacity.
The odometer rolled ever on as I returned home 10 Carroll along the same country
highway, passing gaunt farmers cultivating their crops from high in their combines.
People are priority, I thought And at issue-abundant John Carroll University, it is
natural to plunge into a reaction that dwells on the negative.
On a campus concerned about racial equality, it is easy to complain of an incomplete
racial harassment policy. In an environment enflamed with volunteerism, it is easy 10 find
fault with existing organizations.
The challenge. though, is to find the positives 10 build with. And people provide those
positives. Take, for instance, Bridget McGuinness, Student Union vice president. She
has organized a much needed forum between the student body and President Michael
Lavelle and his seven vice presidents on Oct. 28. That willingness 10 communicate is
positive response 10 issues and concerns.
Or take Bridget's sister Maureen McGuinness. Her leadership in signing comedian
Joe Piscopo to an Oct27 JCU engagement gave a ray of hope 10 a Union which finds itself
easily pulled into Constitutional arguments.
The many issues and concerns on our campus are equalled only by the number of
people capable and willing to effect a much needed change. Search for those positives.
~k ~~
We'll all be able 10 see much better.

u
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letters to the editor
Commuters respond to 'Master
Plan' commentary
To the Eclitor:
I am a commuter here aLJohn Carroll University. I feel
as though being a commuter, I am a member of the
insignificant other.
Obviously, there exists a gigantic problem with parking
on campus. Several commuters are forced, due to l.he lack
of parking, LO park illegally, resulting in tickets and/or their
cars being LOwed (costing $45).
What is ironic is l.hat the university issued a paper LOme
when my vehicle was LOwed stating: "To help wil.h the
parking problem, vehicle towing will be strictly enforced."
How can l.his help the parking problem?
What we need is more available parking for commuters.
Since the university is not building any new parking lots,
this available parking can only and must be taken from the
residents. Dormitory parking must be revoked in order LO
solve the parking problem.
Commuters do not hve on campus; they drive here
everyday from the Greater Cleveland area. There are many
reasons for being a commuter. One may be is that we
simply cannot afford the high tuition and the costs of
housing. So, in order to attend this fine university, some
commuters must suffer through a 30-45 minute drive LO
campus and fmd no parking.lt is time that weare heard and
acted upon.
Our money for tuition is just as good as any residents!
Dwayne J. Kessie
Class of 1994

To the Eclitor:
Sue Eberius' discontent with the commuter situation is
her problem and not representative of all commuters
(TheCarroll News, September 26,1991 "Commuter issues
remain unaddressed by 'Master Plan"'). I am a commuter
myself and have had no problem taking advantage of the
plethora of activities offered LO all students here at JCU.
Does she really believe the university should prioritize
commuter affairs? We are saving $5,000 a year by not
living here, yet we can still take advantage of all the
facilities and participate in extracurricular activities. The
university owes us nothing. You want "mailboxes?" What
a needless expense! Activities are posted on bulletin boards
and monitors well in advance.
You also want lockers. As it is you can use a booksack,
plus you have the benefit of a car-the biggest locker ever
made and, I might add, more spacious than some dorm
rooms.
What do gender, race, and age have to do with the upper
level cabinet membership? I believe they are making
positive progress in elevating conclitions germane LO student life. If you really want to create change why don't you
run for office in the unjustly derided Student Union? You
see, Ms. Eberius, you can't steal the eggs unless you get in
the sLOre first.
SutLOn Kinter
Class of 1994

Late night sports fan disgruntled
To the Eclitor:
The feeling that JCU students are a menace to this
university is on the rise. This mistaken attitude was once
again revealed when I was playing racquetball in the
RecPiex. After getting out of class at9: 15 p.m., I decided
to release some tension by enjoying a game of racquetball.

At 10 p.m. a man resembling "Samt Nick" who was
attending the desk came and started pounding on the glass.
He told my friends and I that we had to leave immediately
since the facilities were closmg. I tried to explain that we
had been there but five minutes and we didn't have tags LO
turn in. Expecting that he would say "fine" and be on his
way, I was very surprised when he exploded and started
yelling that I should have a tag, leave at once, and take my
objections to administration. I did leave but have a few
concerns.
First, the auitude this fine gentlemen showed came
totally unprovoked and was not at all appropriate. A
bureaucracy is growing on this campus and it is at the
expense of a "personal education" and a Carroll community that is united mstead of separating into feucling groups.
Second, what is the poss1ble objection in playing racquetball after closing. Many of us have done it before and
still no one has walked away wil.h all the valuables in the
court. Also, the sccunty office is just down the hall thus
discouraging my mnate JCU nature LO vandalize.
Lastly, l.he JCU calendar states that the gymnasium
closes at II p.m. on weekdays; not at lOp.m. Why does this
discrepancy extst and why aren't the facilities open when
most students could use them?
Milan Hok.r
Class of 1993

Thanks for Happy Hour success
To the Ed.Hor:
The Senior Cla.c;s would hke to thank everyone who
partic1pated in the most successful Senior Class Happy
Hour. A spccml thank you to l.he School of Arts and
Sciences for sponsoring this event, and the mcredible
amount of faculty who attended.
We would likeLOapologize for the refreshments running
out so abruptly. Due to pa.<;t precedent<>, we were limited LO
only two kegs. The success of lh1s event has surprised both
the Senior Class officers and the admm1stration. We are
lookmg forward LO even more successful events m the
future.
The costs of the Happy Hour are very htgh. Marriott
charges $385 for two kegs, approximately S 1.25 per beer.
The l.hird keg we purchased during the evem costs approximately S 1.50 per beer.
Our next Happy Hour will be October I 1 on the gym
balcony. Thank you for your support.
The Senior Class Officers:
Tony Dimaria
Deanne Hanley
Jenn Ritter
Adnenne D'Angelo
Marc McNulty
Corey Schall
Marie Senn
Jim Kniskern

CN coverage questioned

Meals-on-Wheels defended
To the Editor:
How did we, the JCU community, deserve such an
To the Editor:
honor? A CN writer who docs her homework on issues at
A lcucr m the Septcmbcr26, 1991 1s~uc of /he Carroll
hand. 1n addition et.s to the bare facts b up-from, direct 71/Ws
i'lally filt'uriared me.
____.._...
mterv1ews w1 peop e w o are mvo v .
fiil,Uifen of
The letter was from Andrea Clapper and it strongly
sarcasm! The article wriuen on Sean Friday last week in
The Carroll News was, LO say the least, a <lisgrace LO Sean, criticized the entire Meals-on-Wheels program. While I
cannot argue with her pomt that peanut butter and jelly
his family, and his admirable friends.
The article included a depressing theme on how a JCU don't make the best meal, I would argue that they are not
student suffers due LOan accident that was alcohol-related, "leftovers" as she cla1ms them to be.
Ms. Clapper says the poor downtown need "true meals."
so said an anonymous source. The CN has had times in its
history of draining the negauves out of student-related What I would hke LO know IS how she is supposed to
provide those meals. Docs she expect us to send our true
mishaps.
This leuer is addressed not only to Tara Schmidtke for leftovers from dinner-- food that has sat out for hours on
her "terrific" piece of writing, but also to the individuals the line until it is dried out?
There is also the problem of shipping and storing the
who let it print Myself, like many others, are amazed at
such poor journalism. Oh, by the way, it must be great to food; if not done properly, it will spoil doing more harm
have a dean of students [Farrell] who is content with seeing than good.
The foods that were mentioned in Ms. Clapper's letter,
a member of the student body "in pain."
while they may not have the highest nutritional value, will
ship and sLOre easily (at least for shon periods of time).
Timothy D. Rine
They are foods that people would eat even as snacks if
Class of 1992
given the option, and enable those who pass the food LO get
to as many people as possible in a shon amount of time.
Where are the crucifixes?
As far as Ms. Clapper's questioning the "good intentions
To the Editor:
of the school," I should think that the simple fact that so
As a new student at John Carroll University, I am quite
many students (regardless of the actual kind of food that
shocked to sec a certain absence from the classrooms
their meals pay for) care enough to sign away their meals
which one would generally expect in a public institution,
makes her question unnecessary.
but not a Catholic university. This absence is that of
crucifotes, a central symbol of that faith upon which this
Susanne Seekers
fme school was founded. Through the French Revolution
Class of 1993
of 1789, Western society expelled Christ from public life
banishing Him LO the purely ecclesiastical institutions. Has
God been thrown out of His very home now? Please let's
tit~: Cllmlll liP~ ~ leCm'a to lllle .SJ&M. 1Ah.era
~1M t}I*J or oCIIt,......reii!JOAalll1 ~.AJIO, ,._.
not forget Him Who is the reason for John Carroll's
J~t a £t&a•tllre led • plaoM ....... ror 'ferifka~
existence. Restoring this pious symbol, one so dear to St.
.LetWqs'tiOttld be•~totuCN onkt(Recpia; ~~
Ignatius, to our classrooms, would be evidence that Christ
!A"~ bJ u ~ ~tt~e:M41Mtr9riot' IO.,_..tloll.'l'JWCN
still maintains a central position in the John Carroll com- , ~-~a.. rfiiK ~ tdit ..-.co~ lt)tt, ·. s dlritJ.
munity.
CA~~ ~~ "CJuWU N~ !Am to tbe~toi,~.:~
f?: k~•re ~l'R\td Mel ai\OnJMlOUIIflf&nare...-~:;:;

Wm. ChrisLOpher Haag
Class of 1993
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East Hall's overzealous alarm system protects, annoys

by Mark S. Shearer
Thereareseveral theories about
why the ftre alarm in East Hall
frequently and needlessly blares.
My personal theory is that some
mad psych major feels the need to
prove Pavlov's theory at least once
a week. I guess he likes to see the
students mindlessly follow the
conditioned response of evacuating the building.
Everybody is getting fed up
with the ftre alarm in East Hall, as
eloquently voiced by Lori Milota
in Lhe September 26 issue of The
Carroll News (see the picture of
the guy with soap on a rope around
his neck).
Resident M ike Han zel

said,"We hate it" Mike's more
profound roommate Bill Hanzel
exclaimed,"I'm speechless. It's so
disturbing I can't talk about it"
When the two were asked what
their procedure for evacuation was
Mike said, "Hide under the bed,"
and Bill said, "During the day I sit
inside my room. At night, however, I leave for the fiist one and
stay in for the rest" I'm sure Bill
and Mike speak for several students when they request:
"PLEASE FIX IT BEFORE IT
SNOWS."
According to Resident Hall
Director Vicki Bodanza, the false
alarms in East were not because of
pranksters, as far as anyone can
tell. Sometimes a prankster will
pull the alarm boxes in the hallways of the dormitories as a joke,
but this has not occurred this year
in East Hall. The approximately
15 false alarms that have occurred
this semester have been caused by
people smoking in their rooms
without a door or window open,
aerosol cans being sprayed near
the ceilings of the rooms, dust
collecting in the room detectors,
or faulty detectors.

The fire detectors in East and
Gnu, Vicki stated, are newer systems than in the other buildings.
These systems are required by
University Heights' ordinances to
be more sensitive than the fire
detectors in the older buildings.
According to University
Heights Fire Inspector Lieutenant
Turk, the fire alarm systems in
East and Gnu Halls do conform to
the new University Heights ordinances. Turk added that it would
not be wise to make the system
less sensitive. He cited the example of Case Western Reserve
University, where the university
toned down the system in one of
the buildings and lost it to fiie.
John Carroll University, Turk said,
is tested annually. The last test of
Carroll's system was this summer.
To all the students who are
upset, know that the residence hall
directors and the resident assistants are also upset about the frequency of false alarms. Miss
Bodanza said, ''The kids are sick
of it, and I' m sick of it" RA's
Scott Weber and Mike Haver said
they get looks from the residents

Qua lity Se r vice
Starts in the
Classroo111
It is common knowledge that what you
learn today will help you tomorrow. At
KPMG Peat Marwick, we realize our
individual know-how is of ultimate benefit
to clients. Acting on this principle, our
partnership has made an uncommon
comm1tment to education.
As the world's larr;;:.:st firm of accounting
and consulting professionals. KPMG
Peat Marwick is determined to provide
the highest quality service. Our
professionals, more than anything else,
enable us to meet this commitment.
From our most senior partners to recently
hired graduates, quality service is a
lesson that can never be forgotten. That
is why we have committed more than
$1.4 million to colleges and universities
in Northeast Ohio and developed one
of the largest continuing education
programs in our profession.
If you want to learn more about our
commitment to quality service, write to
Richard L. Dossey, Managing Partner.
KPMG Peat Marwick, 1500 National City
Center. Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
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KPMG Peat Marwick
Cleveland. Akron. and worldwide

as if the alarm is their fault They
want you to know that they hate
the alarms too. They don't like
running through the building
looking for residents that haven' t
left yet. It's more trouble for them
than it is for the residents.
The only way the situation will
improve is if there is more cooperation from the residents.
Bodanza suggests that you stay
away from the detector in your
room. Do not spray things near it,
smoke under it, tape it up, or cover
it Some students believe they

will deafen the system if they cover
it This is contrary LO the students'
purpose. When the alarm is covered, dust is more likely to get into
the detector and set it off.
Bodanza doesn't want the students to treat the alarms like "the
boy who cried wolf." Always assume it is real. The one time you
assume it is not real is the one time
it may be real.
As RA Scou Weber said,
"Sometimes I hope it's real, notto
hurt people, but to wake them up
[to keep them aware]."

High school shocks
in retrospect
by Nora Mackin
Forum Writer
Going home is always a shock.
The house seems bigger, the furniturelooks smaller, the dog looks
older. Something is always a little
different Furniture has moved, or
cupboards have been rearranged.
When I went home last weekend, however, my house was only
a minimal source of shock. The
real shock was found at a high
sehoolfootballgame, where reality
collided with remembrance.
Fool that I am, I was lured by
nostalgia and theautumn airtomy
high school's football game. Yes,
for the flrst time in two years I
would cheer my alma mater true
to victory. I could see it all: the
uniforms, the lights, g irls sporting
new sweaters and corduroy shorts,
egos in varsity jackets leaning on
the fence. Maybe I would even see
someone I knew. With these
thoughts, I set o ff optimistically.
Little did I know, I would return
feeling really old.
When I arrived at the game I
was thrown into a psychotic time
warp. Everything was as I had
imagined. The atmosphere was the
same, the uniforms were the same,
and the band even played the same
songs.
Yet everything was different.
For the ftrst time I was an observer
of high school, not a participant
I ftrst realized how un-hig h
school I was when I sat down with
. .. my PARENTS! Parents! At a
football game! The horror! The
embarrassment! Two years ago
the humiliation of sitting with
adults would have shattered my
ego into teeny-tiny bits, but here I
was ftrmly planted in the parental
ranks. As I watched the game (yes,
for once I actually watched the
game), I began to feel even more

distanced from the high school
scene. Had I gone to the wrong
stadium? I knew no one. All the
boysstandingon the sidelines were
wearing my school colors, but the
names printed on the backs of
their jerseys were foreign. Who
were all these people? What happened LO everyone I knew?
Switching attention from the
game to the bleachers o nly increased my an:'\iety. The high
school students were easy to spot.

They walked co ntinually around
the stadium. Home side to visitor's
side. Visitor's side to home side.
The girls, fresh from the pages of
Seventeen, carried their big hair
and Liz Claiborne purses, while
the boys in un-laced high tops and
leather jackets meandered slowly
behind.
Yes, the high schoolers stuck
out, but I still recognized no one.
It was as if everyone I knew had
been sucked up by some high
school handi-vac and replaced by
these people I did not know.
1 guess I should be thankful for
the distance and non-recognition.
If I have no ties to high school, I
am finally free from its nightmarish problems: insecurity, fluff,
worrying about homecoming in
August and prom in January, s ilent study halls and large-seale
immaturity. Yes, I am thankful,
bull also feel really o ld.
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Senate votes to keep club
by MlcheDe Macaluso

by Tara Schmidtke
News Editor

In lhelaslest installment of the
Mellen Series the fmance department welcomed Robert W.
chaimtao of the board
and chief exeCutive officer of So-Corporation, to John Carroll
University on Thursday.Sept. 26.
Th~ Mellen Sedcs was de~-~,....... to bring loefil investors,

corporations, and srudcntS to·
gether.
The Gillespie lecture was the
13th tn the series and was well
attended by stu<knts,alumni, and
local busines.~rnen.
After G illespic was welcomed
by Rev. Vincent M. Cooke, SJ.•
the academic vi<'c president. and
Raj Aggarwal, the Mellen
in Finance. he began his
ua~twtc with a short description of
Society's baclcground.
The .tclture came at a critical
inthehistocyofthecompany.

-p~>o<o by r..-a.y

Robert G illespie
company is.thcJ lth largest in the

country.
GiUcspicalso briefly discussed
hjs view of the need for bank
consolidation within the United
States. He believesitisnecessary
forbanks tomergeuoderonc
corporation instead or remaining

under small, individual <mes.
Thesewrporatlonscoold
pool their assets• and

unified WI~·-~

Sept..l 3,.199l +theAmeritruSt {;T1

......,,::«•~*"'

:o.rvoraoon merged into Society.

1~akes Society ~tb~~c~_.:~~,.~~~~::

lianldng~ t

The Student Umon Senate
failed to pass a bill which would
have revoked the charter of the
Chicago Club at the Oct. I SU
meeting.
The bill was presented by
Bndgct McGuiness, the head of
the SU Review Committee.
The Review Committee, according to McGumcss, tS responSible for determining whether the
organizations arc fulfilling the
requirements of their charters.
According to McGuiness, the
charter fortheChicagoCiubstates
that the club is in existence "to
foster fraternity between the
people from thcCh1cagoarca" as
well as to provide transponation
to Chicago over school breaks,
and to organize activiues at the
Umversity and in Chicago for
Chtcago residents.
The Review Committee unanimously decided that the Chicago
Club was not ful fill ing the terms
of their charter. There has been
no representation by the Chicago

Club at SU meeungs s1nce Sept.
10, 1990, which IS tn dliCCt VIOJauon of an act previously passed
by SU senate which states "chartered organizations shall ..be required to have a representative
present for all SU meetings "
Also, according to McGuiness,
the Club's mailbox hao; not been
cmpued smcc Aug. 20, 1990, anti
no contact has been able to he
established with any member of
the Chicago Club.
Based on these findings the
Review Commillcc dcc.tdcd to
propose the revocation of the Chicago Club's charter.
At the SU meeting. Kevin Kem.
a member of JCU's junior class,
disclosed that the Chicago Club
now has new leadership and is
interested in revitalizing the club.
"We are going to try and get a
bigger outcome with the club,"
said Kem.
Kem stated that he and his co·
presidenL, Tony Fasanella, had
been membersofthcChicagoCiub
but had just recemly assumed
leadership. They had received no
information about the club from

-------------------------------

the previous leader and consequently believed it was unfair to
revoke the chancr.
"You can't blame us for
something wcdidn'tknowabout,"
said Kem
The SU senate vote failed to
obt.am the necessary maJOrity vote.
Conscquently,theChicagoCiub's
charter remains intact.
"We want to get more people
to partake in it and also to rcce1ve
more participation from Chicago
residents," satd Kem.

Rape
continued from page 1

for sexual abuse. no matter what,"
said Moore.
Being able to publicly address
the subject of rape is imponant to
iL<; prevention, believes Moore.
Through the Crisis Center and
similarorganll.ations, students are
starting to become educated.
"It is imponant toprcvent those
wounds [of rape] from happening
in the fi rst place," said Moore.

Watch for GR·AND OPENING

SOON
JCU Student Discounts
• 40 Different Subs
Hot and Cold
• Super Salads
• Pasta Dinners
• Frozen Yogurt
4' PART Y SU BS •• LATE-LATE WEEKEND HOURS

Cedar Center
Between Pier 1 & Revco

321-6000
• Employment Opportunities Available •

LINDSEY'S SUBS

Fed Up With Paying High
Checking Fees?
Get Hassle-Free Checking~
Free CheckingThats 7.ruly Free
• No monthly servK:e charge • No-fee Green Mach me" ATM transactions
• No mtmmum bala nce requlfement • No charge fo r wnllng checks
All thiS plus only $50 to open an account, and 1t's FDIC insured. And fo r a
hmtted time, receive 200 personal checks free.
So avo1d the hassle and open yo ur TRANSOHJO Hassle· Free Checking
Account today at any branch.

liansolm
~
W hat banking should be:

WORLD VIEW
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American business leaves U.S. for cheap labor
by Monica Merella

As American bus messes strive
to remain competitive in the production market, Amencan workers Jose their jobs to foreigners.
Global Assembly line occurs
when American businesses cut
costs by movmg their assembly
lines to countries where labor 1S
Jess cxpens1ve.
Beca•Jse Americans will work
for no Jess than minimum wage, .
these companies are employing
people in countries like the Philippines and MexiCO, where the
average pay is 70 cents per hour.
This week Dr. Robert Kolesar,
a John Carroll history professor,
addressed this issue in the International Studies Center's documentary series showing the PBS
documentary "Global Assembly

·pboco by M.U Kclly

Dr. Kolesar presenting the documentary "Global Assembly
Line" Monday in the Grasselli Library.
Line" m the Mackin Room of the
Grasselillibrary.
"The people in Mexico will
enjoy our jobs, while we Sit at

Judge in Jesuits case to
leave El Salvador
audible mside the courtroom,
where the five-member jury sat
C 1991 The WOIHnglon Posl
out of view behind a wooden parSAN SALVADOR, El Salva- tition to proteCt their idcntiues and
dor - The Judge who announced shu~ld them from retribuuon.
" lL was a blaLMlL auempt a\ inthe conviction of Lwo Salvldonn
army officers on murder charges tim ,dau on," srud Jim McGovern,
in the 1989 slayings of s1x Jesuit an atdc to Rep. Joe Moakley (0priests and two women plans to Mass) who heads a spcc131 House
leave the country after he hands of Representatives task force on
down a sentence, Salvadoran El Salvador.
·The jury nonetheless returned
sources report.
Judge Ricardo Zamora has a guilty verdict on eight murder
presided OYer the high-profile in- counts against Col. Guillermo
vestigation and trial of nine Sal- Benavides, a 25-year veteran of
vadoran soldiers since January the armed forces. That alone was
1990. In an unprecedented verdict, a historic step for the Salvadoran
a jury of three women and two justJcc system, which for years
men convicted a Salvadoran has proved unable to prosecute
colonel and a lieutenant in the military men implicated in the
case but cleared seven lower- murders of thousands of civilians,
ranking soldiers accused of car- despite substantial evidence.
But according to Salvadoran
rying out the colonel's orders.
Zamora's plan to leave the and international observers, the
country and begin a study program verdict did liule to er:-8e the aura
in Europe comes in the wake of a of fear and silence and the broader
20-month investigation and a pattern of impunity that has surthree-day trial that independent rounded the investigation of the
observers and human -rights Jesuit killings and lesser-known
groups said was marked by abuses by the armed forces.
Four of the seven soldiers who
stonewalling and intimidation by
were cleared by the jury had made
the Salvadoran armed forces.
The intimidation came to a head confessions of their roles in the
on the final day of the trial Saturday murder, but they later retracted
when about 200 family members them.
The verdict does not preclude
of armed forces officers, led by a
high-ranking army colonel , an eventual amnesty for Benavides
marched on the courthouse and the lieutenant. El Salvador
chanting slogans denouncing the proclaimed one such sweeping
"intellectual terrorists" - an ap- amnesty in 1987, and the current
president, Alfredo Cristiani, has
parent reference to the Jesuits and praising the armed forces. An declined to rule out the possibility
armed forces airplane also buzzed of a new one as part of an overall
peace settlement to the 12-year
the area.
The demonstration was clearly civil war.
by Lee Hockstader

home and starve," said one
American assembly worker who
lost her job to Global Assembly
Line.
Mexico is a spot where the U.S.
has found cheap labor.
The entire U.S.-Mexican border is lined with these production
zones, called the Maquilladora

Another worker said, " I heard
plants.
Ninety percent of the factory them [the employers) sa}, Okay,
workers there arc women, wh1lc go on strike, then we' II JUSt transthe men go om and search for jobs fer the factOry to another locaelsewhere, according to the film. tion."'
The film pointed out that the
These companies adapt easily
the global assembl y line workers to these problems. When laborers
were losing JObs as well.. They arc lost, U.S.compan1cs hire other
work over e1ght hours a day to workers or move to other areas
fim sh their day's quota, often be- and create zones where there arc
coming ill from exhaustion. Some available laborers.
The U.S. has produced other
work with toxic substances, and
others put excess strain on their export production zones, such as
eyes. Many fall sick and must the Bataan Export Processing
zone, mthePhilipp1nes. These are
quit.
The filmed showed that in large areas where the majority of
Maquilladora in the mid-I 980s, the residents assemble American
unions developed to improve products without affecting their
working conditions, but violent country's economy.
This zone also experiences lastrikes arose.
" One of our fellow workers bor-related problems similar lO
asked for a higher salary, but m- those in Mexico due to Global
stcad of list.cnmg, they beat him Assembly line.
up," a plant worker said.
''I'm tom on th1s issue, because
Other workers were ftred for they [the workers] need the jobs,
organizing the strikes. They have but they also need effective pofeared taking part in the unions, litical regulation," said Kolesar in
because they would lose theirjobs. conclusion.

Winds of political change blow
strong in Prague governiTient
ready strong after the fall of the the Czechoslovakian political inBerlin Wall in the same month of Slltutions are democratic in form.
Addressing one hundred mem- that year, and it was only heightTheir foreign policy is simple.
bers of the Cleveland Slavic ened with the riot police's brutal- They want good relations with all
Community last week in the ity.
of the countries in the world.
A day later, actors, playMackin Room ofGrasseli Library,
Their economy is slowly reDr. Tatiana J arasova, of the wrights and other theater people building, with the destruction of
Classical and Modem Languages assembled in Prague Theatre to all monopolies and foreign inand Cultures Department, dis- strike in protest of the police bru- vestment welcomed.
cussed Czechoslovakia's new- tality.
There is, however, one existing
Following their lead, students problem: strained relations befound independence and the hiswent on an occupation strike and tween the Czech Republic and the
torical events leading up lO it.
"Now that this great change of met with the theater people in a Slovak Republic.
the fall of communism has taken small Prague theater. They
Jarosova said: "They are like a
place, great joy is everywhere," founded the Civic Forum and de- divorced couple, always bickering.
manded the resignation of the They must either decide to talk it
said Jarasova.
"Only, day lO day, people Jive goverment along with the end of om and make amends, or totally
the pain of change that must take one-party rule. A day later, break off from one another creatplace before prosperity can be- 200,000 people demonstrated on ing their own separate unions."
gin," she added.
Wenceslaus Square in Prague to
Cleveland mayor Michael
Jarosova stated that it would support the Civic Forum which WhiteandthemayorofBratislova,
take Czechoslovakia many years opened talks with then Prime Czechoslovalcia signed a proclafor the country to become a stable Minister Ladislav Adamec.
mation declaring that the two citFinally 750,000 people dem- ies would exist as sister cities lO
state.
The former resident of onstrated on the Letna Plain. deepen the friendship and confiCzechoslovakia discussed the Communist Party chief Milos dence between the two cities. and
current economic and political Jakes, Prime Minister Adamec, by extension-the two countries.
situations within the country today, and President Gustan Kusak all
Another organization estaband the events which led up to resigned under this intense pres- lished in Cleveland is the Friends
sure.
them.
of Slovakia in America. It arose
No major move towards indeThe Government of National from the need to implement the
pendence was successful until The Understanding took power with ideas and projects of the recently
Velvet Revolution of Nov.17, Marian Calfa as the interim prime signed proclamation.
minister.
1989.
Jarosova established the orgaIt began when riot police beat
Two days later, playwright nization at JCU, and it consists
up student demonstrators com- Vaclev Havel was elected presi- mainly of Slovak language stumemorating the death of a student dent in Czechoslovalcia's first free dents here in connection with the
leader killed by the Nazis in 1939. election since 1946.
Bratislova-Cleveland sister-city
The tension in the air was alAccording lO Jarosova, all of committee.
by Lawrence Pekarek
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John Carroll
University
HOMECOMING '91
"Reach For New Horizons"
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
6:00p.m. Homecoming Rally-- Recplex & Atrium Steps

SATURDA~OCTOBERS
8:00a.m. Mass --St. Francis Chapel

An old fashioned pep rally with cheerleaders, the football team, coaches,
9:00a.m. AKY Breakfast with the Business School Deans --Murphy
a band and plenty of spirit.
Room
6:30p.m. Women's Volleyball-- Varsity Gym
10:00 a.m. McCarthy Alumni Soccer Game-- Wasmer Field
JCU vs. Otterbein (J.V. game at 8:30p.m.)

6:30p.m. Hall of Fame Reception -- Blue/Gold Room

10:00 a.m. John Carroll Block Party -- South Belvozr Blvd.

All are invited to an afternoon of good food, fellowship and football.
The festivities include 20 Student Union-run food and beverage stands;
Dinner honoring Vince Glorioso '35, Dan Mormile '38, Bob Kilfoyle '50, hot air balloon rides; the world champion St. Joseph Pipe Band of
Bob Fitzgerald '61, Rita Braun '81, Dan Stefancin '81, and the 1991 Herb Clondalkin, Ireland; and pre-game show with sky divers presenting the
game ball.
Eisele Scholarship Awardee.

7:30p.m. HaU of Fame Dinner-- SAC Conference Room

8:30p.m. Al umni Soccer Reception -- Jardine Room

2:00p.m. Football Gamt• Blue ~treaks

~=5--~~==~~--~
-fY~F~/N

11:00 p.m. Blue/Gold Night Cap -- Blue/Gold Room

//

~¥ ·

\S.

Otterbein

--=-----.---~~~~--~~~=-_.

Emcee Tim Barrett '75, will lead the halftime show, presentation of the
Hall of Fame Plaques, and the Homecoming Queen and her court.

6:30 p.m. Homecoming Dance-- Sheraton Cleveland City Centre
-- 6th & St Clair
Sponsored by the Student Union, the dinner will be at 8:00 p m ..
dancing and deejay at 9:15 p.m. Saferide Buses.

ohn Carroll University Athletic Hall of Fame Inductees
Vince Gloriose '35 Football

All-Big Four center in '33 and '34. Selected to the Cleveiand
Press College Ail-S tarTearn in '34. Starteron the last JCU team
coached by the legendary Ralph Vince.

Bob Fitzgerald '60 Football
~ ..~
·~--~

1'11!5
f
~

4

•

Led JCU in receivmg m '58 and '59. All PAC tight end m '59.
At the time of his induction, held the single game receiving

~ · - . record ofl79 yeanls. set on October 11, 1958.

Dan Mormile '38 Football & Basketball

Rita Braun '81 Swimming & Diving

Earned three letters in both football and basketball. Captain of
'37 basketball squad. Handpicked by Herb Eisele to tutor JCU
backfield in '47. Helped develop Hall of Fame runners Carl
Taseff and Don Shula

In 79, became the first JCU woman to earn Allhonors. Awarded All-American status in both 1 and '-rn••wro
diving in '79 and '80. Still holds woman's record in the 50-yd
breaststroke with a :34.0.

Bob Kilroyle 'SO Football

Dan Stefancin '81 Wrestling

Quarterback for JCU in 14-13 victory over Canisius in '48 Great
Lakes Bowl. First to throw over 2,000 career yards. In '49,
became flfStJCU quarterback to throw for 1,000 yds. in a single
season.

'81 NCAA Div. Ill champion at 118 lbs. Two-time AllAmerican, two-time PAC champion and two-time NCIT
champion. His 14 victories in an undefeated dual meet season
are still a record today. Graduated with a career record of 8722-1.

CAMPUS LIFE
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Students get ready to 'Reach for New Horizons'
there w1ll be a pep rally on the
Atrium steps to kick off the fesThe countdown has begun for tivities. Appearances will be made
the 1991 Homecoming, "Reaching by the cheerleaders, the football
for New Horizons." The John team, and Coach Tony De Carlo,
Carroll University Student Union, with a special performance by the
together with Iota Chi Upsilon, JCU Dance Team. Joe Farrell,
have planned a multitude of clean of students, is the emcee for
activites for the homecoming the rally.
The Residence Life Office is
weekend.
"The pep rally is guaranteed to sponsoring a spirit contest for lhe
be a real spirit raiser. It is time to hall with the best outside decorashow support for our sports· tions and lhe floor on campus wilh
teams," said Bridget Me Guinness, the best banner, all meeting lhe
"Reaching for New Horizons"
SU Vice President.
On Friday, Oct. 4 at 6 p.m., theme. The floor wilh the most

by Kelly Conners

original banner will receive $200.
On Saturday, the Homecoming fun continues with the street
party on Belvoir Blvd. from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. There will be 23
booths set up by mostly student
organizations which will be offering a variety of food, beverages, t-shirts, and boxer shorts.
The most originally decorated
booth will be given a $1 00 prize
for their organization's use.
Back on Wasmer Field from 2
- 5 p.m., the alumni and IXY will
be sponsoring hot air balloon rides.
Each ride is $5 and accomodatcs

as many as four people.
At l :30 p.m., Mr. Pe te
Bernardo, alumni director, will
present the Athletic Hall of Fame
awards.
To kick off the football game
against Otterbein at 2 p.m., two
skydivers will land on the football
field with the game ball in hand.
The half-time show wiJl begin
with the presentation of the 1991
Homecoming CourL Then the
queen and her court will ride
around the track on a float After
the presentation, the JCU Dance
Team will perform for the crowd.

The Homecoming dance will
take place Saturday evening at the
Sheraton downtown. Cocktails
begin at 6:30p.m., followed by
dinner at 7:30p.m. Dancing begins at 8:30 p.m. with entertainment provided by DJ, Kris Koch
who is an alumnus returning to
share in the festivities. Over 250
people have bought bids to the
dance already.
"We have something planned
for everyone. It is sure to be a
good time. This will be the best
homecoming ever," McGuinness
said.

ROTC Blood Drive offers the gift of life
by Carolyn Sennett
Asst. Campus Ufe Editor
In the past three years have you
been outside of the U.S.? Have
you ever had a serious illness such
as cancer, heart, or lung disease?
Are you feeling well today? These
are just a few of the questions that

were asked at the Reserve Officers Training Corp annual Blood
Drive on Tuesday, Sept. 30 and
Wednesday, Oct 1.
Donors entered the Murphy
Room at John Carroll University
and were greeted by uniformed
members of the ROTC. After
picking up a standard identifica-

tion form, the donators moved to
different stations where nurses
recorded various health information.
"It's not really that bad," said
sophomore cadet Thomas Ashbaugh, "it's just a small prick in
the arm."
Last year JCU donated just
under 200 pints of blood. Among
lhe 4,000 students that attend the
university less then five percent
turned out
As a result of last year's low
totals, ROTC highly publicized
the event around campus and
RcsidenceLifedona!ed eight pizza
parties. The dorm floor who had
the greatest percent of participants
will enjoy free pizza.
"Donating blood is very im-

portant." said Ashbaugh. "It is in
demand every day in hospitals, in
operations, and a result of accidents. It is especially important in
our area," Ashbaugh continued,
"because Cleveland has declared
a blood emergency."
After donating blood, junior
Greg Baurer commented," nothing to lose but what olhers have to
gain."
The blood drive was coordinated this year by sophomore cadets Thomas Ashbaugh and Brain
Beckno as one of their ROTC service projects.
This was the first out of two
yearly visits the blood mobile
makes to JCU. Interested donators have another chance to give
blood in the spring.

question of the week :

Lisa Dellaquardi

Freshman

Happenings Oct. 3 -11
Oct. 4 - Homecoming Pep
Rally on the Atrium steps at 6
p.m.
Oct. 7 - The International
Studies Center is sponsoring a
lecture entitled "Japan, 2000"
by Dr. Susan Long, department
of sociology.
Oct. 11 - Battle of the Bands
sponsored by lhe senior class .
8- 12 p.m. in lhe Varsity gym.

''What will the Alumni notice first
when they return for Homecom.ing?"

Heid.i Stapelfeldt
Freshman

Nora Mackin

Sophomore

'That I'm a year older."

''The newly coiffured
Anton Z.''

Jilt Patterson

Fabian Newman

Freshman

Sophomore

Julie O'Connell
Junior

''Shirley iS still here."

'The women in Dolan."

'The little ho1es in the
quad."

''The newly planted
mums."

pbocot by Jcu Williamo

The Student Union
and
Student Activities Offices
cordially invite you to

''Sunday Night Live!''
starring

ose

e

g

Sunday, October 27, 1991
8:00p.m.
Main Gymnasium
Tickets may be purchased in the
Student Union or Student Life offices

$7 with a student discount card
$9 University Co minunity
$12 general admission
Please join us as the John Carroll Community unites to make
"Sunday Night Live!" the event of the year!

FEATURES
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Homesickness affecting new students
Christine Vomero
Features Editor
When thegoinggetstough, the
tough call home. College students
continue this pauem even through
senior year. Being away from
home is not easy, especially if it is
your fi!St year of college. This
adjustment for freshmen may tum
into unfamiliar feelings, such as
loneliness, lack of belongmg, and
a sense of being friendless. These
are all symptoms of homesickness.
Homesickness IS an intense
emotional state characteriLed by
fear and depression. Both male
and female students experience
these feelings. Homesick students
can live as close as twenty minutes away.
According to Dean of Students
Joe Farrell, the problem 1S that the
students lie about their homesickness.
The freshmen are petrified because they never had these feelings before. They don't want to

share their feelings and they don't
want anyone else to know about
them.
One problem eausinz homesickness is boy/girl relationshipS.
According to Farrell, around this
time a leuer will come from a
boyfriend/girlfriend at home
breaking the relationship off,
causing more insecurity in the
freshmen.
The main problem is the adjustment in lifestyle. People are
not themselves. They feel they
have to play roles, especially smce
it is the fi!St time they are meeting
these people. Th1s scares the
freshmen because in high school
everyone grew up together and
knew each other, and there were
no roles.
The freshmen find it difficult
to expose themselves and open up
to new people. All they want is
to have one good friend to share
theIf insecurities with
Some of the freshman Farrell
gets to know just want to meet
some "real" people so that they do

not feel the need toconunueplaying their roles.
Farrell says. "They come mto
my office a real person, but when
they leave they put on their hard
expression "
Farrell would love to start a

suppon group, but none of the
students want anyone to know,
and he cannot break their confidence:
His recommendation is to talk
to residence assistants and upperclassmen. "The cure is to talk
about it and you will feel better."
Farrell said the students do not
admit they arc homesick. They
just feel lonely and feel they do

-rai:2~~f~:.~..,.-
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not fit in or belong.
Moe McGumness, a sophomore at John Carroll University,
was homesick from November ull
March of her freshman year.
McGuinness said she was scared,
didn't feel she had friends, and
wanted to drop out and go back to
high school.
She even became phystcally
sick because of it She was tested
for mono and finally the doctor
concluded she was homesick.
McGuinness said, "I dented tl.
I thought I was too tough to be
homesick. Plus, others said 'no
way could you be homesick' because I was involved and always
happy. These comments helped
me deny it."
Confusion also contributed to
McGuinness' dcn~al: "When I
was home I was the one who always wanted to leave, and when I
got here I wanted to go home."
In order to deal with her
symptoms, McGuinness sought
counseling. Talking helped her,
but getting involved helped most
of aU. She did this through residence life.
She sought people who helped

her find community at JCU and
understand 1t Basically she got to
know the school through eyes that
knew it.
McGuinness recommends
talking to upperclassmen rather
than to the other freshmen because upperclassmen understand
more and will be able to relate to it
better. "They arc good listeners
and will make ume for you."
One good outcome from overcoming this obstacle was that
McGumness and her parents
strengthened their relationship.
"They were pro-me and not proschool," McGuinness said.
Farrell and McGuinness both
say that1t is alright to feel this way
and that homesickness is perfectly
normal.
Farrell said that in four years
he only had two students drop out
of Carroll due to homesickness.
People do survive and move on to
finish out the four years.
There ts nothing to be ashamed
or embarrassed about because everyone gets homesick when taken
away from their secure lifestyle
<md put into one that just needs
time for adjustment
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Cleveland Museum of Art is cultural nirvana

sary year. the CMA has added mapping even the most miniscule
numerous special exhibits to an portions of the museum.
The lower level houses most of
already extens1ve schedule of
the
Asian artworks tncludtng
Smooth-hewn marble ptllars events. From Asian art to Egypsculpture,
pamung and taptstrics.
tower high above a cavernous tian, the museum provides a w1de
There
arc
also
lecture and recital
expanse filled with art treasures array of displays to suit any taSte.
halls.
from around the world. An inde"Each year we have 20 or more.
On the first floor, one can enscribable odor pervades the air Some arc major and some arc not
joy
more recent Astan prints and
and the sweet sounds of tranquil as significant," stated Turner.
drawings
m addttton to native arts
silence envelop one's soul like the "Most exhibits last about eight
of
the
Americas.
bucolic cascading of a woodland weeks.
Also on thts ground floor are
brook.
"The current ones arc some of
the
museum bookstore at whtch
Heaven it is not, loUl the Cleve- the most ambitious we've done
one
may
buy reproductions of most
land Museum of Art is definitely a but not the most ambitious,"he
oftheCMA
'sprints, a cafeteria an
veritable Paradise on earth.
added.
outdoor
sculpture
courtyard and
One of the country's most disIn additton to paintings and
an
extenSIVe
library.
tinguished privately funded mu- sculpture, The CMA also sponIt is not until the second floor
seums, the CMA boasts a collec- sors music recitals in its auditothat
one reali:led the immensiy of
tion of30,000 different works and rium and a film series in the atthis
structure. Beginning in the
a staff of 250 who collect, main- tached theater.
13th
century and proceeding
tain, exhibit and interpret the inIn effect, the entire spectrum
chronologically
through 33 rooms
numerable artifacts housed be- "art" spectrum is housed under
to
some
of
the
most
contemporary
neath its roof.
one roof and is extremely accessartwork
m
the
country,
the mu"Most of the works have been able to the general pubhc.
seum
unvetls
tiS
true
colors.
given by generous donors who
While perambulating through
From guildcd Madonna and
wish to contribute to the museum 's the enormous structure it is easy to
Child
poruaits of the Medieval
already extensivecollection," said get lost or to wander in circles
period
to rare Van Goghs and one
between
Dr. Evan Turner, director of the
the seemingly infinite
originai"Waterlilics",
of
Monet's
side
anexes.
CMA.
one
gets
the
impression that this is
Turner, who assumed directorSo as to avoid this confusing
no
ordinary
museum.
ship in 1983,oversecsall facets of and potentially frustrating ordeal,
In
deference
to i:.., lisitors, the
the museum's major programs.
the CMA makes available to its
CMA
provides
a
numbers of faDuring this, its 75th anniver- viewers an extensive floor plan
cilities such as wheelchair services
I
for those with disablities.
There ts also a convenient
I
~p('dal F'<hihit"
.......lll'et'. . . . . .IP1PIOJII'IIIIII' for 1ftose-.,--.,
who wish to receive discounts on general public.
October 19-December 1, 1991
many of the museums concerts.
"We really have placed a high
The Triumph or Japanese Style:
lectures and special exhibits.
priority
on the public and the
16th Century Art in Japan
Additionally, staffguided tours accessabilityofthc museum," said
ar offered daily at 1:30 and Thurs- Turner who strongly upholds this
days at 2:30.
policy.
October 25, 1991-January 5, 1992
The museum does allow handIndeed, after v1s1ting the CMA
Masahisa Fukase:
held cameras. movie cameras, "or and absorbing the umque culture
The Solitude or Ravens
video recorders without a flash or and sense of h1story it excudes, its
tripod". But unfortunately, pho- invaluability as a resource betography is disallowed at special comes immediately apparent.
NovemberS, 1991-February 2,1992
exhibitions.
"This is one of the most dis tinScriptorium:
Excepting these special exhib- guishcd museums in the country,"
The Illuminated Book in Medieval Art
its, the CMA still maintains a said Turner. "It is small in compolicy of free admission to the parison with some of the com by Mike Thomas
Entertainment Editor

The Cleveland Museum of Art

tition, but exceedingly superb in
its collectJon."
Truely, one cannot usc an adjective less colorful than "superb"
to describe the Cleveland Museum
of An.
It is a umeless landmark and a
monument to Cleveland's patronage of and dedtcation to a
distinguished heritage of magnificent art.
The museum is closed Mondays,Jan.l,July4, Thanksgiving,
Dec. 25. Paid parking is also

November 26, 1991-FaU 1992
Textiles from Egypt, Syria, and Spain:
7th through 15th Centuries.

TAPE EXCHANGE
Alternative Music and More
New and Used. Trade in
your CDs for cash or credit.

PITCHERS
OF
MARGARITAS

2254 Lee Rd.
Cleveland Hts. Ph. 321-7935
N0\\7 A 2ND LOCATION!
7529 Mentor Ave. Mentor Ph. 975-9570

1~119 CEDAR RD. CLEVELAND HTS.

932-6999
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Guns 'rl Roses matures with Illusion 1
by Ed Eizenber
Entertainment Writer
The past three and a half years
have brought great change to the
music industry. Rap continued to
gain momentum while a resurgence of dance music into the
mainstream broughtabout images
of the disco era.
But during this time, an L.A.
based quintet known as Guns 'n
Roses had released its fiJ"St L.P.
"Appetite For Destruction" and
an E.P. "G 'n 'R Lies."
The band's strong "do as we
please" attitude coupled with their
unwillingness to artistically compromise with the record company
executives won them a loyal following.
Well, here we are three and a
half years, a hit album, a drummer
and a number oflegal and personal
troubles later, with "Use Your Tllusion I" and "Use Your Illusion
II,"the new releases from Guns 'n
Roses.
While half the songs on "I" are
not suitable for public airplay,the
band leaves no stone unturned

tlrying to get their message across.
From songs like "Bad Apples,"
where lead singer Ax! Rose shares
his feelings on the band's recent
publicity, to the epic "November
Rain," which is orchestrated with
piano and a little guitar and shows
the band •s growth since"Appcti te
For Destruction."
The band shows its diversity
withacoverofthePaul McCartney
classic "Live and Let Die," a G 'n
'R originai"Don 't Cry" and "Back
Off Bitch."
"Don'tCry"isoneoftheband's
first songs. It is a slower ballad
which has that G 'n 'R sound.
The song was the favorite of their
club era fans, who were disappointed the song didn't make the
cut on "Appetite."
The band makes up for it by
puUing two versions of the song
into the collection, one with the
original lyrics on "rand the other
with the alternate lyrics on "II."
llflcidentally, this was the song
which got them signed to Geffen
Records.
"Coma" is a classic in themaki1ag. Although its length makes it

Guns 'n Roses' Use Your Illusion I
unauractive(over lOminutes),it's
a soul-filled song which comes
from the heart Although it's not
a ballad, it is about lead guitarist
Slash and his ncar death partying

binges. This powerful song is
moved by the fantastic guitar
playing and the excellent lead vocals by Axl.
One song that really sticks out

is "The Garden," which was cowritten by long-time Rose pal,
West Arhcen.
The song has a strong vi be and
you could feel the chemistry
working between the band and the
guest vocalist, Alice Cooper.
Cooper's trademark voice, evily
constructed the higher, more
pleasant voice of Axl Rose.
Songs such as "Dust and
Bones," which had a very strong
blues vibe, contrast sharply with
the straight-ahead rocker "Right
Next Door to HeU." It's this kind
of var1ety which gives this album
many different textures.
The performances on this album arc much more mature than
"Appetite." The band ventures
into the world of studio work and
ends up with a highly polished,
fmely tuned work. "Live and Let
Die," "The Golden," "November
Rain," and "Double Talkin Jive"
were the album's high points.
With Use Your Illusion I and
Il,Guns'nRosesprovidesadouble
dose of mature rock n' roll with a
devil-may- care flair.

New Age music gains overdue recognition
by Mike Holkovich
Asst. EntertQinment Editor
Despite its recent rapid growth,
new age music remains relatively
unrecognized by a majority of
listeners.
Actually, many have heard
music from this promising new
field and not known it Anyone
who has seen Risley Business,
Green Card or or any episode from
the Twin Peaks series has heard
new age music.
The new age genre is separated
into three distinct divisions- the
keyboardists, solo acoustic per-

formcrsandensembles. Although
all three divisions feature comj:tletely different instrumentation,
they all attempt to achieve an abstract, stress-reducing effecL
The keyboard realm remains
the most popular form of new age
music as well as the most common.
A wide range of artists and
styles exist among new age
keyboardists whose music ranges
from fast and upbeat to slow and
delicate pieces.
Yanni, Tangerine Dream, Steve
Roach and Klaus Schulze are the
most popular new age keyboard

acts. American Steve Roach and
Greek-born Yanni have both been
recording- Or lipproximatc y ten
years, but have started to gajn a
following over the past two or
three years.
Although it was released over
a year ago, Reflections ofPassion
remains on the Billboard Top 200
album list
On the other hand, Tangerine
Dream and Klaus Schulze are
veterans in the new age field, both
having more than twenty years of
recording and touring to their
credit.
Tangerine Dream, a German

The Look & Taste of Florida
-- OPENING SOON -at Cedar Center

13976 Cedar Road • at Cedar Center between Pier 1 & Revco •321-6000
• Employmelll Opponunities Available •

trio ofkeyboardists, have released
over 40 albums and scored
souno!rackslOr aozcns ofmovles.
Klaus Schulze, also Gennan, is
noted for his lengthy and dramatic
pieces.
Both have maintained a larger
following because of Europe's
more extensive history in the new
age music field.
The solo acoustic artists arc led
by painistsDavid Lanz and George
Winston, and guitarist Michael
Hedges.
Skyline Firedance, David
Lanz's most recent release, features everything from slow, expressive pieces to classical sounding works which resemble
Vladamir Horowitz's recordings.
In the past, lacking airplay has
been new age music's largest obstacle. Many stations refused to
include new age in their programing due to its lacking familiarity. Others rejected the music
since it did not fit their fonnat and
was difficult to categorize.
However, new age's days of
scantairplay are over. Today, it is
supported strongly through the
"HeartsofSpace"program, which
iscarried by over 300 radio stations
nationwide.
The hour long weekly program
isbroadcastedfromSanFrancisco,
and has served as a productive
starting point for many artists.
On the local scene, John Carroll
Universitie's alternative radio
station ,WUJC has featured "At-

mosphercs," a two hour new age
program since the early Eighties.
WUJC broadCasts" Atmospheres"
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday
evenings from lO p.m. to midnight.
"Atmoshperes" features all
three new age fields and draws
from an extensive record and CD
library of past and present recordings.
Many prominent rock musicians have recently released new
age albums, which has helped add
to new age's promising future.
Guitarist Andy Summers is one
of the largest examples, with four
new age releases to his credit since
the Police disbanded in 1986.
Between tours, Grateful Dead
drummer Mickey Hart has also
recorded several new age albums.
Hart has the opportunity to show
off his talents more with his
complicated percussion patterns
which are met by an array of guest
musicians.
Ringo Starr is the most recent
rock musician toenterthcnew age
recording field. His debut new
age album will be released early in

1992.
With a high increase of tours
and album sales, new age artists
have reserved a spot in the music
business.
Albums which previously sold
a couple thousand copies are now
selling hundreds of thousands and
concert appearances are still increasing.
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Friendship unifies winning rugby team
by Bonnie Woiwood
Profiles Editor
Editor's Note: This is tM fvsr
ofanewseriesprofilingJCUC/ub

Sports.
For two hours, three days a
week, approximately 50 John
Carroll University rnen voluntarily commit themselves to not only
a grueling workout. but also to
malce up what constitutes a winning JCU club sport; Rugby.
The team agrees that the competitiveness and physical chaiIengeiswhattheyenjoy.Thegame
consists of two, 40 minute halves
with only one 10 minute intermission between the halves. There are
no time-outs so the40 minutes of
play is continuous..
As a club sport, theRugbyteam
is made up of men who are interested in the game, who like to
keep in shape, and who like to
have a lot of fun. Many of the
players have been with the team
for four years because as studentcoach and president of the club,
Tom Kilbane states, '1t's tremendous fun."
Kilbane has been on the rugby
team forfouryears. He was elected
president in the fall season of 1990.
He started playing rugby ~!J,Se
he c:onsldered hlmsetf to be -roo
small and too slow" for the football team. He likes to see the new

,.._ by Rob Kooponki

The JCU rugby team before practice on Carroll's front lawn.
players every season who join the
club.
''Everyone gets to play,"said
Kilbane. "We do selections and
whoever comes to practices gets
to play:
"Its good that the young guys
come out because next year the
veterans will be gone," said
Kilbane.

of four wins, one loss and one
tie. They recently won their game
against Ohio Northern University,
a team which bad been a tough
opponent and beat them last year.
As a team, their goal has been
to win the Ohio Fifteens. It is a
tournament in Columbus, Ohio,
which took place this past Saturday, Sept 28. Every team in Ohio
participates, including both col-

a team every year since then. Last
spring they bad a winning record

team

they placed second outof 16 teams.
Two of the e~ccptional players
on the team arc Ron Scieplco and
Doug Poss. Their team spirit and
their love for rugby has kept them
with the team for four years.
"It gives me something to do to
keepmeinshapc,"saidPoss,"and
it's a great bunch of guys."
"It's like a fraternity. We're all
friends and it's fun," said Sciepko.
Although the commitment to
the team is on a volunt.cer basis,
they have no problem attracting
new players. Kilbane notes that
when he and the other players
were new to the team. the veterans
helped them out.
'The older guys took us under
their wings. So now we're doing
thesarncforthe young guys," said
Kilbane.
The key for the team is to maintain the interest They begin the
season with appro~imatcly 40
players and the numbers dwindle
towards the end of the season.
However, they are still able to
prove they are a winning team.
"It's a team sport," said player
Chris Sucher.
"It's a lot more laid-back than

football and it's a good time both
on the field and off," said veteran
player Pat Ryder.
"I like the sport because of the
challenge of the game itself and
the fun," saad three -season rugby
player Matt McCurdy. "It·sa more
casual attitude compared to other
collegiate sports. It's like a fraternity."
The team loves to sec JCU students at their games. They play an
eight game season, with a game
every Saturday. Thear ne~t home
game is Saturday, October 5th
against Ohto University on the
front lawn of JCU.
"OU as the only team that beat
us last season," s:11d McCurdy.
"It's important that we avenge
ourselves in front of a homecoming crowd."
Kilbane noted that they had 15
to 20 students travel to their Ohio
Northern game whach they appreciated very much.
The rugby team deserves
much recognation. Their devotion
to the sport and to each other and
their ability towonc well together
proves
that they are an
excep t ionalc l ub.

year

took third place out of 16
teams in their division. This year

Chase 'driven by the desire to
always know more'
------·----by Brandie Sacullo

"I shudder to think," was the
ftrSt response of Rev. Martin
Chase, SJ. when be thought of
howmanyyears he spentinhigher
education. Chase is new this semester to the John Carroll University religious s tudies department. but is not new to the JCU
community.
Four years ago Chase could be
found in the basement of the Administration building wberehe was
an English professor. "'''m back
again," said Chase after taking a
four year break, lhree of which
were spent in Boston and one in
Toronto.
So far this fall, Chase has not
had the chance to teach any English
classes because he is busy with his
religious studies classes. He said
he would enjoy teaching English
again.
Chase spent a tooll of 15 years
in higher education.
"It was all very interesting in
different ways or 1wouldn't have
done it," said Olase.
Originally from Midland,

"I decided to become a priest
while I was in Denmark," said
Chase. "It was there that I started
auending mass at a Jesuit college
and met and talJced with the Jesuits."
Chase has always been very
interested in the Jesuitorder and is
"driven by the desire to always
know more." He spends his summers in Denmark working as a
parish priest.
"fbo*>by~
Chase likes JCU for several
Rev. Martin Chase, S..J.
reasons.
Michigan, Chase began his edu"I certainly like the students,"
cation in Ohio at Oberlin CoUege, said Chase. 'T ve met a lot of nice
where he received his bachelor's people and I like worlcing at a
degree in both English and music. Catholic college."
From Oberlin, be traveUed to the
Chase hopes to eventually
UniversityofMichiganandeamcd move back to Denmark and teach
his master's degree in English. in a Jesuit college.
Chase then auended the Univer''They are short on both priests
sity offoronto to earn his master's and Catholics," said Chase.
and Ph.D. in medieval studies.
AlthoughChaseflndsi>enmart
Following this he spent two years to be very fascinating and beautiat both Oxford University and the ful , he is happy to be back at JCU.
University ofCopenhagen located
"It's nice because there still are
in Denmarlc. He also studied some familiar faces from when I
theology in Boston at the Weston was here four years ago," said
School of Theology.
Chase. "One of the major attracAfter receiving his Ph.D., tions is the faculty. I've made
Chase joined the Jesuit order.
several good friends."

See your Officer Selection Officer Captain Mkbael P.
Starlcb on October 16 from 10:30 am - 2:00 pm at the
Atrium or caD (216) 678-4290.
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Streaks tie Capital 7-7 and look toward Otterbein
Carroll's last minute effort pays off
by Dan Stecz
Staff reporter

After being benched in the
third quarter for throwing three
interceptions, Blue Streak quarterback Monte Hall returned with
four minutes remaining in the
game to lead the Blue Streaks to
their only score of the game, tieing the Capital Crusaders 7-7.
The Blue Streaks drive began on their own 32 yard line
when Hall moved the team down
to the seven yard line. On fourth
and goal Hall threw an incomplete
pass to split end Hank Durica.
The Blue Streak offense was
rejuvenated when Capital was
called for pass interference, giving
the Blue Streaks a first down with
the ball resting on the one yard
line. Hall completed an eight yard
pass to wingback Bruce Saban for
the touchdown with ten seconds
remaining in the game.
Rather then going for two
points, and the victory ,Blue Streak
Head Coach Tony DeCarlo sent in
sophomore placekicker Mario
Valente, who missed two field
goals earlier in the day, to add the
extra point
According to DeCarlo, it
was a unanimous decision by the
coaching st.aff to kick the extra

point.
"Its still early in the season,
and a tie won'l kill us," said
DeCarlo. "I feel we made the right
decision. At this point we can still
control our own destiny, and not
have to depend on other teams
winning or losing a game."
The Streaks supported Decarlo
and the coaching st.aff's decision
echoing their sentiments.
"We were lucky to leave the
game with a tic," added Hall. "I
agree with coach DeCarlo's decision to go with the tie rather then
going for the two points, and 1will
stand by it."
For the day, tailback Willie Beers set a school record with
53 rushing auempts, and was one
shy of tieing the OAC record. As
he did last season, Beers leads the
OAC in rushing with 390 yards
rushing this season.
Capital's touchdown carne
with 52 seconds remaining in the
first half. It was set up by a controversial 52 yard reception when
the receiver knocked free safety
Kevin Klika to the the ground
before making the catch.
The Blue Streak defense had
its best game of the season holding the Capital offense to only
eightfi1Stdowns. The outstanding

Homecoming crucial

Capital to gain 175 yards total
offense on 45 plays.
"This was our best game
defensively," said DeCarlo. "I am
happy with their performance, and
they can only get better as the
season progresses. The defense
will be tested this weekend by
Otterbein, who threw the ball 50
times last week."
The Blue Streaks (1-1-l, 10-1 in theOAC) will host Otterbein
(0-3, 0-2 in the OAC) this Saturday for the annual Homecoming
game, kickoff is scheduled for2:00
pm at Wasmer Field.
DeCarlo is not the only one
who feels the game against
Otterbein wi 11 be tough. "Otterbein
is a team with a Jot of ability, and
they will want to beat us because
it is our Homecoming game," said
Hall. "If we want to win we can't
make the same mistakes we made
against Capital."
DeCarlo added, "The break
downs and the turnovers have cost
us a couple of victories this year.
Its nota question of talent as much
as it is a question of execution."
The Streaks face Otterbein at
the homecoming game on Saturday,October5. Thebanle between
the teams kicks-off at 2:00p.m.
on W'asmer Field.

play by the defense only allowed

Catching 19 passes for 243
yards in the ftrst three games, seSports editor
nior split end Hank Durica has
The stakes are high as the John surpassed the expectations of those
Carroll University football team who believed he would be forbattles Otterbein College this Sat- gotten with the graduation of
urday in the Streaks' annual quarterback Larry Wanke.
Homecoming game.
Durica 'sstatistics have placed him
The Streaks head coach Tony second in conference rankings.
DeCarlo stressed that making
Despite Durica •s performance
changes and adjustments in the the Streaks need to watch out for
Streaks' game against Capital is Cardinal split end Ron Severance.
necessary for the Streaks to beat It was only last year that Severance
Otterbein.
led the nation with 90 receptions.
"The people that we have put This year Severance is ahead of
in a position to start for us have to Durica and leads the OAC with 27
execute much better," said receptions for 306 yards. SeverDeCarlo. "The breakdowns and ance is playing extremely well
the turnovers have cost us a couple comingoffaperformancewith 16
of victories this year. It is not a passes for 171 yards and one
question of talent as much as it is touchdown.
a question of execution."
The Streaks lead the Capital
The Streaks need to beat series with a 4-0. In their last
Otterbein this weekend because meeting the offenses exploded
another defeat or tie will make the combining for 686 yards and 62
Streaks' quest for an Ohio Athletic points. It was in that meeting that
Department Conference title and tailback Willie Beers scored on
an appearance in the Divison HI runs of five and six yards in the
playoffs extremely difficult
fourth quarter leading the Streaks
The Streaks' record is 1-1-1 to a come-from-behind victory,
and l -0-1 in the OAC while the 34-28.
Cardinals' are 0-3 and 0-2 in the
T he Streaks hope to
OAC. The Streaks were ranked orchaestrate another win against
17th and the Cardinals uruanked the Cardinals this weekend at
in the most recent Football Gazeue 2:00p.m. on their home field
poll.
Wasmer Field.

by Julie Evans

Golf tea1n finishes 2nd at Ashland; 5th at Wooster
by lana Durban
Sports reporter
The John Carroll University men's golf team finished
second in a 14 team competition at
Ashland on Friday, and tied for
fifth in a 17 team 36-hole event at
Wooster College on Saturday and
Sunday.
"With a score of 327 at
Ashland, I thought we'd finish
sixth. I was pleasantly surprised
that we finished second," said
Coach Tim Baab. "The pin place-

ments were extremely difficult. If
t.hey had been fair, each player
could have cut at least five strokes
off their score."
The Streaks defeated all of
the teams from their region, including many (earns from the
OAC. "We also beat Ohio
Wesleyan, which was good because pre-season they were ranked
[ourth in the nation, and they are a
perennial power, having played in
the NCAA Championships for
about the past 15 years," said Baab.
Senior team captain, Joe
Bettendorf, led the Blue Streaks

on Friday, and captured fourth
place overall with a score of 80.
Bettendorf was pleased with his
performance at Ashland.
"For not playing extremely
well,! was happy to fmish fourth,"
said Bettendorf.
Once again, pin placements
were a factor for the Streaks at
Wooster College as they tied for
fifth with a 36 hole score of 641.
However, the team did do well
against schools from their region,
including another victory over
Ohio Wesleyan. Wooster and
Wi uenberg were the on I y regional

teams that defeated JCU.
Bettendorf again led the
Streaks with a two day total of 158
(85-73). Other players included,
senior Greg Donahue, sophomores
Mark Carlson, Paul Voinovich,
and Brian Schrarnko, and freshman George Lenyo.
The team's goal is to win
the OAC and compete in the
NCAA Championships. Both
events are played in the spring,
which gives the team a chance to
gain experience through these fall
tournaments.
'The team is inexperi-

enced," said Bettendorf. "Last
year's freshmen have improved
and matured. We're just trying to
keep everyone together."
The Streaks' next test is an
18-20 team competition at Allegheny College.
What makes this tournament
important is that JCU will be
competing against many teams
from outside their region, including many Division II and NAJA
schools. These schools are allowed to recruit, which puts the
Streaks at a disadvantage.
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The Eddies
Catch Monday Night Football on our

HUGE 8ft. TV SCREEN
and enjoy FREE subs from Subway
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Sun. I :00 p.m. - 2:30a.m.
Parking in rear
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Runners compete at Notre Dame Invitational
by Jim Cohill
sports reporter
Over the weekend the John
Carroll women •sand men •s cross
country teams ran in the Notre
Dame Invitational.
In the college division of the
meel, the women placed 2nd, and
finished 12th overall out of the 20
teams that competed.
The women ran against Boston
College, DePaul, Holy Cross,
Marqueue, Providence, and host
Notre Dame,justto name a few of
themajorcollegcsanduniversities
in auendance.
"The winning time was 16:56
(run by Providence) and is the
fastest time I've ever seen run,"
said coach GroveJeweu. "We ran
well, and I think that this was our
best meet overall."
Four of the top seven runners
for the Streaks finished ahead of
scholarship runners from Lasalle,
Holy Cross, DePaul, and MarquellC. Junior Michelle Green led the
Streaks with a time of 19:45 and
fmished47th inthefield.Freshman
Jen Hamdorf fmishcd 2nd (58th
overall)fortheStreak.swithatime
of 20:07; 3rd (62nd overall) was
junior Joanna Tomazic with a
20: 14, and 4th (68th overall) was

with a 20:38, freshman Carrie for htm.
how their chances are in the con- too strong."
Gleason with a 20:47, and Lauren
"We carne out of the meet ference when they compete at the
The teams that will stand in the
with experience that was ben- All Ohio meet
way of the Streaks' chances at
Colaizzi with a 21:48.
"We grouped well in the first eficial," said Stu pica. "Our fin"The All Ohio will give an in- thtrd place are Ohio Northern and
four spots, but we want to get tshwasnotindicativeofhowwe dication as to how we will do Hiram, but the possibility of a
tighter," said JewelL
did."
within the conference," said higher finish is not out of the
The team is now preparing for
With the advent of the OAC Stupica. "I feel that we have a question.
honzon, the chance at third place, because
The men's and women's teams
thebcginningoftheupcomingOAC
competition. The experience gained ..,..;;;.;;.;;=;...;.;..;.;,;...;:;.-..;;;.;;.;.-.-..-.;.;.;;;..=-....~-..:....;,:;~.:.:....~~~~~.:.:....~=-ru-n_H_e_i_
de_l_be_r_g_o_n_S_a_tur
_
da_y_._...
in the previous meets will be a help
to the Streaks in their races within
thcOAC.
''I'm very happy.with our performance," said Jewett "The team is
trying to be the best it can be, and
hopefully everything will tum out
that way."
The men's cross country team
fmishcdsecondto lastinacompetitionthatconsistedofl9schools.Of
the 19 schools that competed eight
were in the college division of the
mecL, and there were three nationally ranked teams in that division.
However, the weekend was not
deemed a total loss by coach Don
Stupica.
"We gained a lot even though we
didnotfareverywell,"saidStupica.
"Our guys were faced with some
stiff competition, but we improved
over what we did in the previous
three events."
Senior Jeff Ganor was the highest placing Blue Streak runner, fin-

------,
aoophomoreSusanStuk~whoran~~·~~7~2%n~d~an~d~~~Wf~ft1ftt;Br.i!~~~rJ~~~bE~H-~~r-~~~~~~~--~~~~~~=t~~~fi·
20.14 in pitem' navtrrg-:rstmn-ach flu.
the meet was sophomore Jason
To round ouL Lhe Lop seven Lehrer, who ran a personal best of
were soohomore .Julie Koscinski _ 28:03. which is a 1:00 imorovemenL
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Broker Assrtance Internship Program
Part-time, duties include phone
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Attention Tae Kwan Do Club:
Received message from John Varga
in Japan: "Pick up equipment! Sorry
forthe wait!" Contact Russ 248-1110.
Roommatewanted. Nonsmokeronly.
Female only. Shaker Heights suite.
$31 0/month. Graduate students and
upperclassmen only. Call Amelia at
561-8988 between 9:30 - 11 :00 pm

FREE TRAVEL, CASfi, AND _o_n..:.ly_.- - - -- - - - -- - - - --;
EXCELLENT
BUSINESS 1
EXPERIENCEII Openings available $ EASY MONEY II ! I will pay $25 for
forindividualsorstudentorganizations your phone book. Call Lee Ramsey
to promote the countty's"s most Collect at: 615-577-7237
successful SPRING BREAK tours
Call Inter-Campus Programs 1-800- HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS Indoors & out - By Carroll graduate 327-6013
Both private and group - For more
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to inlormation call Heidi 639-8343
students or student organizations Located at Chagrin Valley Fanns,
promoting our Spring Break 9250 Washington Street, Chagnn
Packages. Good pny & fun. Call CMI Falls. Ohio 543-7233.
1-800-423·5264
Non-smoking babysitter for boy, 2,
Friday am, own transportation. Call
ADDRESSERS
immediately !
N o e xperience 752-1982.
necessary . Process FHA mortgage
GO BLUE STEAKS
refunds. Wods at hQ.Illll. Call 1-405321 -3004.

ft}
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have you heard this one?
"I only allow two grandmothers per
semester to die."
Dr. VJ. Chirayath, Sociology

"It's great to be at a school where you
can call your dean 'Fred'."
Dr. Paul Thomson, Philbsophy
"Reading Tennyson's poetry is like
drinking a bottle of Karo [corn] syrup."
John McBraJney, Ph.D., English
0

oOo

NOT UNTIL AFTER CARL FELL
FROM THE LEDGE DID BE
REALIZE WHAT HIS LIFE WAS
REALLY WORTH: $1.63

"Does somebody want to ask another
question so I can come up with some
bullshit answer?"
Neil Slbbill, Philbsophy
These are actual classroom quotas: They're not
intended to embarrass but stmply to entertain.
Please, no libel intended. They're JUSt comical.
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Men's soccer perfect
by Mike Kadlub
Sports reporter
The John Carroll University
men's soccer team (7-0, I-0) remained the only JCU varsity athletic team to be undefeated shutting out the Capital Crusaders 2-0
in Columbus on Saturday.
Once again the Streaks' defense, led all season by freshman
goalie Michael Lyons, was a
dominant factor in the victory. In
the first seven games, Lyons has
sixshutoutsandwasonegoalaway
from a seventh.
Aiding the defense is jumor
co-captain Matt Pelino. Pelino, a
sweeper, IS a major force keepmg
opponents from getting good shots
on goal.
Pelino gives most of the defensive credit to Lyons.
"He is really confident out
there, and with seven games under
his belt, he knows what he has to
do," said Pelino.
The main offensive thrust this
year has been senior co-captain
Pablo Ramirez. He continued his
onslaught on opposing defenses
with a goal against Capital. He
was also credited with the second
goal when a Crusader attempted

to pass the ball to the goalie, but
instead kicked it into the net for
the Streaks.
Ramirez, OAC player of the
week last week, has seven goals to
his credit through seven games.
He claims the positive team altitude is a contributing reason for
the Streaks' early success.
"When the team is winning,
our auitude is really great and
things arc going real well for us,"
said Ramirez.
Although there arc certain
standout players on this year's
team, team unity seems to be
playing a big role.
"We have great team unity and
1t IS really paying off for us, because of this, our attitude is extremely positive," said Pelino.
With the OAC schedule un
derway, the Streaks have to stay
unified if they want to win the
title. In the pre-season polls, the
Streaks were predicted to finish
fourth in the conference. However, they think they will finish
much higher.
"We arc playing better than we
ever have been and have a great
chance to win it (the OAC title),"
said Ramirez.
The Streaks will host Marietta
on Sunday.

Women·s
soccer
streak
snapped
by Brennan M. l afferty
Asst. Sports editor

STREAKS

o£ the week -

Mary Beth Fraser

Karen D'Angelo

Goale Fraser stopped 25
shots and shut out four
teams last week. With
Fraser's 0.84 goals/game
average she became JCU's
first OAC Player of the
week for women's soccer.

D'Angelo, a consistent
force in women's
volleyball, had 11 kills
against Heidelberg.
Although she lead·s the
team in only one category,
she's second in kills,
attem ts and third in aces.

Heidelberg overpowers Carroll volleyball team
by Julie Evans
Sports editor
The Heidelberg College
women's volleyball team overpowered the John Carroll University Blue Streaks 3-2(15-6, 6- 15.

15-11,7-15, 10-15) Tuesday night
in Carroll's gym.
The Streaks' loss drops their
record to 11-13.
"We had a very good first game,
we were strong and in control of
things and we failed to carry that

MUG NIGHT!!
every

MONDAY
&THURSDAY
-- No Cover --

-- You must bring a mug wl handles -no plastic cups allowed

oin us for Monday Night Football
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Tht! E~~f~iJe. Mu~it du~ ~
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24 hr. 1nfo-line
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aggressive play into games two
and four," said head coach
Gretchen Weitbrecht.
The Streaks won the flfstmatch,
went on to lose the second,and
rallied to win the third but were
unable to win either the fourth or
fifth matches.
"Basically, especially m the
fourth game, our serve reception
brokc<Jown and therefore we were
not aggressive on attack and they
basically put it back in our faces,"
said WeitbrechL
Despite the team's loss, freshman Marcia Bockbradcr played
well.
"Brodbrader played extremely
well across the front line," said
Weitbrecht.

A win is joy, a loss is despair,
a tie is ...?
I was in my room this past
S unday thinking a bo ut the
Capital football game. Unless you
had your head lodged in a text
book you heard that we tied, seven
to seven. Luckily for the Streaks,
Bruce Saban scored with only 10
seconds left in the game.
Standi
on the side line

Heidelberg, one of four teams
who qualified for the 1990 OAC
Volleyball Tournament, with a 255 record, including a 7 -21edger in
conference play, at the end of the
season, proved tough competition
for the Streaks.
However the
Streaks continue to look forward
and are concentrating on Friday's
home game against Otterbein.
"We are going to work on our
serve reception and we're still
worki ng on one of our minor defensivechanges," said Weitbrecht.
"We still need to iron out a few
things."
The Streaks face O tterbein on
Friday at 6:30p.m. and Mount
Union on Tuesday at 6:30p.m. both
are home matches.
watching the rest of the team suddenly believe that we had a chance
to win was exciting to say the
least. After scoring the touchdown,
most of the team wanted to go for
the 2-point conversion, salvaging
a win. When the call was made to
go for the tie a collective sigh was
heard and mutterings of "why not
go for the win?"
The caJI obviously succeeded
and we tied a team we should have
beaten. I am not disputing Coach
DeCarlo's decision at all, in fact it
was the entire team that put him in
an avoidable predicament.
back the tic was the

The Streaks' streak is over.
John Carroll Un1versity
women's soccer team (6-3) lost to
powerful Heidelberg College 4-1
Tuesday afternoon on Wasmer
Field snapping a s1x game winning streak.
Even w1th the loss, the Blue
Streaks 1mproved on last years' 90 drubbing by the Student Princes
who arc currently ranked 17Lh in
NCAA Ill polls and have not lost
a game in two seasons.
"I thought we played well,"
said senior co-captain Aimee Zierolf. "Heidelberg is a tough team
and they seem to get a lot of
breaks."
The Streaks arc a vastly improved squad this year. The offense, wh1ch only scored 16 goals
all of last year, has already scored
19 goals in nme games this year.
Freshman DaniellcSiuga leads
the team in scoring with 12 points
while senior Beth Mulloy chips in
with 10 pomts.
"We have improved 100%over
last year," said senior Kelly
Krueger. "We arc definite contenders now."
Also aiding the Streaks' cause
is senior goalkeeper Mary Beth
Fraser. Fraser, who has a 0 .84
goals per game average, became
the first JCU women's soccer
player to be named OAC player of
the week.
Earlier in the week, on Saturday, the Streaks defeated Capital
University 3-0 in Columbusas
Krueger, Zierolf and Sluga all
scored for JCU.
"The young players are blending well with the veterans on the
team," said Ziefolf. " Wcare playing with real confidence."
The women 's next game is at
right thing to do. A player gets
caught up in emotions and decisions are clouded. That is why
you have a coach, someone there
to be rational. John Madden said,
"The most coach ing you ever do
is in the last 2 minutes o f the
game"
7 to I shimmered o n the
scoreboard as we walked o ff the
field. T he locker room was quiet
after the gamejust as if we would
have lost because to us we had
So how are you supposed to feel
with a tie? Lucky. Lucky that we
still can win the OAC.

